
Automate Connections between apps by building Zaps, which are assembled using
a combination of tasks. Complex workflows can be easily assembled as a sequence
of triggers and actions.

Identify the correct record and reduce the number of Zapier tasks required by
combining functions.

Map any Contact-related table in iMIS, including User-Defined fields, Activities,
Relationships, and contact information such as addresses.

Create System-to-System Integrations by connecting iMIS to another app at the
system level, creating a single, company-wide connection. 

Integrate with User Productivity Tools such as Hubspot, Salesforce, Outlook,
Gmail, Google Sheets, or Excel for imports or synchronize data in a spreadsheet—or
an SMS sending tool.

iAppConnector is designed to exceed your system integration needs while being highly
flexible, easy-to-use, and affordable.
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Where your world connects to iMIS

iAppConnector allows simple, two-way integration between iMIS and the
applications you use every day--letting you spend less time

managing your technology and more time on your core mission.

iAppConnector connects you seamlessly to
the more than 2,000 applications on the
Zapier platform giving association users a
single platform to configure your apps and
manage all your workflows in one place.

iAppConnector is an effective tool
for busy associations that use a
variety of applications to run their
operations.

What iAppConnector Brings to You

iAppConnector
www.iAppconnector.com
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About Armstrong Enterprise Communications
Armstrong is dedicated to helping non-profits, businesses, and membership organizations by leveraging the power of emerging

technologies to advance their missions and build stronger relationships with stakeholders.

System to System Bridges: iMIS as a whole is synchronized with another system.
User Productivity Tools: The iMIS user's workflows are connected between the
various apps (Microsoft Office, Google Apps, OneDrive, etc.) they use.

iAppConnector is a user-friendly, intuitive interface that allows end users to create and
manage integrations and workflows. Integrations can be of two general types:

On Zapier, workflows (built from a series of steps) are called Zaps which can easily be
connected together to create workflows between apps. iAppConnector allows you to
assemble complex workflows so that a triggering event in one app can provoke a
corresponding action in one or more apps.
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1  "Premier" Zapier apps are not supported in Bridges
2   Up to three Zaps per bridge included.  Additional Zaps $10/mo.  
3   Per bridge
4   Your Zapier plan includes a selection of number of tasks. Some Zaps require two
     or more tasks
5   Support plans and ad-hoc support available
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